Isothermal amplified detection of ATP using Au nanocages capped with a DNA molecular gate and its application in cell lysates.
A novel controlled-release biosensor for isothermal amplified detection of ATP using Au nanocages (AuNCs) capped with a DNA molecular gate is reported for the first time, and has been successfully tested in intracellular ATP detection. Two kinds of SH-modified short strand DNAs S1 and S2 were assembled on the surface of the AuNCs by means of Au-thiolate bonding. The hybridization of a long-strand DNA S3 with the two immobilized SH-DNAs leads to the formation of molecular gates. The molecular gates were designed to inhibit the release of the fluorescent molecules such as Rhodamine-B (RhB), which were filled in the hollow interiors of AuNCs. The primer S4 was employed to play the role of a recognition moiety. The specificity recognition reaction between ATP and ATP aptamer gave rise to the primer S4 released from a double-stranded hybrid formed with the ATP aptamer. The released S4 will initiate the autonomous replication-scission-displacement process with the assistance of DNA polymerase and nicking endonuclease. As a result, the DNA synthesis and the DNA cycle achieved the opening of the DNA-based molecular gates and the significant amplification of the release of the guest molecules from AuNCs. In order to realize the cyclic enzymatic amplification of the release of the guest molecules from AuNCs, the long-strand S3 is ingeniously designed in such a way that it contains a Nb.Bpu10I nicking endonuclease recognition sequence and a sequence complementary to the primer S4. The fabricated system was demonstrated to be an efficient biosensor for target molecule detection qualitatively and quantitatively.